Airoli Sports Association
Sector-8A, Airoli, Navi Mumbai, Dist.- Thane, Pin Code-400708, Maharashtra

ASA Greenathon-22
As per Pre-bid meeting held on 8th Sept, 22 at, ASA Office. Airoli Sports
Association, Airoli, Navi-mumbai 400708, for event “ASA Greenathon-22”.
REPLY TO PRE-BID QUERIES DATED 8th Sept 2022
Sr.
No
I
1

Clause No.
/ Page No.

Bidder Quarry

Reply

Bidder -1
MOU
Page15
Page 19
Point 3-

The Consideration is per Runner. What Refer CSD for Financial bid, you have to
about
Fixed
Costs
(Marketing, quote your fixed cost including all your
Production, Management Fees, etc.)
overhead & profit.

b

Point 4

The Payment Schedule is per runner. Refer CSD for Financial bid, you have to
What about Fixed Costs (Marketing, quote your fixed cost including all your
Production, Management Fees, etc.)
overhead & profit.

2

Financial
Details Page 36

a

3

4

Content of
Envelope 1
- Page
8 Pt 3

Is this a Sample Format, as all elements
of Cost are not mentioned here.
Eg - Where do we mention Event
Management Fees
Bid Document - Part 1 & Part II duly
signed by the bidder with any other
technical information.
My understanding is that these are
sample documents (specially the MOU)
& will undergo a change when the final
agreement is arrived at So what is the
purpose of signing these documents now
& sending it in envelope?
Online Registration Platform Charges Why are these charges not being passed
on the participant?

The quoted rates includes your Event
management Fees. No separate any fees
payable to bidder.
The bidder should know the terms &
conditions including form of MOU. Hence,
Bidder should sign the bid document & put
into Envelop I.

You have to quote the rate as per the format
given in the financial bid- Annexure-I. The
charge of Registration of participants shall
be decided by ASA
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Bidder -2

Reply

Permissions - Why is ASA not taking
the permissions which can be got by
them at No cost

The bidder shall take all the required
permissions. ASA will provide the
necessary assistance only.

Marketing Cost - Measuring ROI from
Print, Hoarding, Posters, Banners will
not be possible.
Keep that in mind before spending on
this area.
When will earnest Money deposit be
returned to successful bidder?

The bidder shall access it & bid
accordingly.

Page 35 - Clause 5 - If this is a Binding
Contract then there has to be an Exit
Clause at this stage for both the parties.

8
II

Bidder Quarry

Who gives the completion certificate
for the Run?? What if the runs are
organized by ourselves for our
brand.???
Why Joint Venture not allowed???

The EMD of Successful bidder shall be
convert into part of Performance Security
or return after receive of Performance
security
Not acceptable, bid condition shall prevail.

The bidder shall provide documentary
proof of the Run organized by himself
(paper cutting)/ Permission letter etc.)
JV Not allowed

Taking permission for the Government The bidder shall take all the required
Authorities should be done by ASA.
permissions. ASA will provide the
necessary assistance.
21 K events are very few and hence the Revise to 10K & above Run.
condition should be changed.
Refer CSD / Addendum issued
The database of Runners is governed by ASA does not ask to share the data. Bidder
Data protection laws of the country. It is should declare the Mumbai zone database
with them.
not possible to share it.
Guaranty of the number of participants Bidder should mention as per there
to come is next to impossible especially possibility, judgement & experience.
in the economic scenario as of today.
Tagging of the picture is quite difficult
task
Additional Bib can be only given under
exceptional circumstances only as it is
difficult to monitor the data thereafter

ASA does not ask about individual photo
tags.
Additional bib only in the exceptional
circumstances only. Bidder should
maintain the data in such cases.

Remuneration linked to number of the Refer CSD.
participants not feasible.
What happens in case of loss????
ASA does not liable to pay any loss of
bidder.
What Insurance is needed kindly clarify. ASA got the complete event insurance of
ASA greenathon-19. Bidder should take
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/ Page No.

Bidder Quarry

Reply

complete event insurance as per
requirements.
Minimum participation of the runners The bidder shall access at its own & bid
guarantees not feasible
accordingly.
TV commercials and TV time shall cost Bidder will do on its own. No Payment
crores if you want, we can do it
shall be paid against advertisement on TV
or on Newspaper.
What if turnover is less since there was Refer CSD
no event in last 3 years due to Covid
period ??

